
A CONTINUOUS EXACT SET1

LEONARD GILLMAN

A linearly ordered set 21 is called exact2 if it is not similar to any

of its proper subsets. It is easily seen that 21 is exact if and only if the

only similarity transformation of 21 into itself is the identity [9,

p. 341]. The first example of an exact set was given by Dushnik and

Miller in [5]; for related investigations, such as the decomposition

of a set into exact subsets, see the bibliography below. The standard

construction is to delete suitably chosen elements from a contionuus

set (e.g., the reals), with the result that the exact set so obtained

has gaps. Cuesta [2] has asked whether there can exist a continuous

exact set.3

In this paper, we construct a continuous exact set of power c = 2No.

The proof of exactness, however, requires the arithmetical hypoth-

esis that c is a regular cardinal number, that is, that the sum of

fewer than c cardinals, each of which is less than c, is itself less than c.

(In particular, this will be the case if the continuum hypothesis is

true.)

1. The family J. The closed interval [0, l] of the reals will be de-

noted throughout by L. From results of Ginsburg, e.g., [9, Theorem

2.2], one obtains an unbordered subset E of L such that every

interval of L contains c elements of E, and such that no two disjoint

subsets of E of power c are similar. Let J be a family of C mutually

disjoint subsets of E, such that, for every FQ.3,

(1.1) every interval of L contains c elements of F.

To obtain such a decomposition is not difficult.

Since distinct elements of 3 are disjoint, we have

.      .    for distinct elements F, F' of 5, no subset of F of power c is

similar to any subset of F'.

Since each F£5 is unbordered, we have
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(1.3) 0£F,       1£F (F£S).

The following lemma is easily generalized, but we state here only

what we shall need for application below.

Lemma 1. Let \ U\ <c, and let S, F, (sES), and p/ (uEU) be
mutually disjoint subsets of elements of fj. Then, if c is a regular cardinal,

no subset of power c of the set T= £ses F, is similar to the set W

= z_,u&j Fu .

Proof. Let AET be of power c, and suppose that there exists a

similarity transformation / of A to W. If there is an sES such that

|j4nP,| =c, choose any such s, and define B=AC\FS. If there is no

such s, then the regularity of c implies that A meets c different sets F,;

in this case, A has a subset of power c that is imbeddable in S, and

we define B to be any such subset. Since \ U\ <c, and c is regular,

there exist a w£ U, and a subset C of B of power c, such that f (C)

CP/• This, however, contradicts (1.2).

2. The set 21. We write 3 = (F„,X), with the indices chosen induc-

tively as follows (distinct indices denoting distinct elements of fJ):

for n — \, we have x = 0;

for re> 1, x ranges over the set [)y P»_i,„.

(This scheme may be accomplished by first decomposing the family

$— {P,o} into i$o subfamilies, each of power c.) Thus if Fm,y exists

(i.e., if this indexing occurs according to the above scheme), then

Fm+i,x exists for each x£Pa,„. For every P£ff, each x£F appears

just once as a second index; to each first index »>1, there cor-

respond c second indices x; and F„,x = Fm,y if and only if n = m and

x = y.

The notation x£PBiS will be understood to include the case that

Fm,y does not exist. With this convention, we define 31 to be the set

of all sequences £ = (x;)0<;<M of elements of L, with coordinates x,-

restricted inductively as follows. Define x0 = 0. Then

(xi) £21 if and only if Xi£L, and for each i>0,

(2.1) (a) if XiEFi,Xi_v then xi+\EL,

(b) if XiEFi.xi-v then x,+i = 0.

The set 21 will be our continuous exact set.

From (2.1b), if re>0 and x„+i^0, then x„£P„,»„_1, whence, by the

indexing scheme, Fn+i,xn exists. For w = 0, Pn+i,*„ = Pi,o exists in any

case. So we have:

(2.2) if (x,)£2l, and x„+i?^0, then P»+i,*„ exists        (re = 0, 1, • • • ).
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Since 0£F (FGEF), iteration of (2.1b) yields

(2.3)    if (x,)G2I, and xn+i^Fn+i,x„, then Xj^Ofor allj>n + l

(» = 0, 1, • • • ).

21 has a first element, namely (0, 0, • • • ). Since l(f.Fi,o, 21 has a

last element, namely, (1, 0, 0, • • • ); we denote this latter by ir.

For each £ = (#,) £21, we define the finite sequences

.„   .. *»(£) = (*i, • • • , xn) (» = 1, 2, • • • ),
(2.4)

*-itt) = *o(0 = 0.

Lemma 2. Zrf (j = (x<)£2l awd r? = (yi)G2I, awd consider any fixed

n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . If Xn+iT^O, y„+i^0, and Fn+i,x„ meets Fn+i,Vn (cf. (2.2))

then </>„(£) =(pn(v)-

Proof. Since distinct elements of J are disjoint, we have xn = yn,

whence the result holds for » = 1. Since x„+i?^0, we have xn^Fn,xn-v

by (2.1b), whence x„^0, by (1.3). Likewise, y„£F„,yn_v and the

result now follows by induction.

3. Proof that 21 is continuous. Let ty be any nonempty subset of 21.

Define L0= {o}. Consider any w<co, and suppose that a subset Li

of L has been defined for all i^m, and that Z.; has a last element yt

for all i^m. If Z.m has a last element ym, define

Lm+i = {xm+i: (a;,-) £ ^P, #< = Vj/or all i ^ m}.

If £< is thus defined for all i <a, then, clearly, iyi)o<i<w is the least

upper bound of ty in 21.

In the contrary case, let m denote the smallest integer such that

Lm+i is not defined, i.e., such that Lm has no last element. Denote the

least upper bound of Lm in L by zm. Define Z; = ;>>,■ for all i<m, and

Zi = 0 for all i>m. Then, evidently, (z,-)o<«w is the least upper bound

of $ in 2b
Thus every nonempty subset of 21 has a least upper bound in 21.

Obviously, 21 is dense. Hence 21 is continuous.

4. The set X. The remainder of our paper is devoted to the proof

that 21 is exact. We suppose that, on the contrary, there exists a

similarity transformation / of 21 into 21 that is not the identity. Let

a=(a,)£2I satisfy /(a) 9^a, and write/(a) =/3 = (0i). We shall assume

that a</3, the argument in the opposite case being analogous to the

one that follows. Then / maps the interval ]a, fi[ of 21 into the inter-

val ]j8, 7T [ of %.

Let m denote the first index at which a and /3 differ: a.= 0i for all
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i<m, and am<bm. Then 0m^O, so P*,&,»-i exists, by (2.2). By (1.1),

every interval of L contains c elements of Fm,bm-V Hence the set

(4.1) ^KMw^,,.,

is of power c. Evidently, Pm+i,, exists for every sES. Therefore the

set

(4.2) T= £Fm+M

has c mutually disjoint intervals.

Let § denote the set of all elemenets 0 = (/*i)£2I such that hf = bi

for all i<m, hmES, hm+\EFm+\,hm, hm+iEL, and hi = Q for all i>m + 2.

Then for all 9E&, we have am<hn<bm, whence a<d</3.  Thus,

Since/ maps ]a, /3[ into ]/3, ir[, there is a subset $ of ]0, ir[ that

is similar to §. Now, clearly, § is similar to LT. Consequently, we

may write

(4.3) ft- £gT,

where

(4.4) X*£T,

and 8Tc^L for all tEX. Furthermore, we may suppose that r is the

first element of 2T (rEX), so that we have $C$- Obviously, /3<k for

all k£$; in particular, then,

(4.5) 0 <rfor all j EX.

We now define

(4.6) 9f„= {ct>n(r):rEX} (n = - 1, 0, 1, 2, • • • ),

where0„ is as in (2.4) (thus, 9t_i = 3t0= {0}); and

. £n,/> =   {(/n, tn+1): T =   (ti) E X, <pn-\(r)  =  p)

(p£5Rn-l, » = 0, 1, • • •)•

Obviously, for each p£9tn_i, £„,p is a subset of the set

(4.8) 2I„,P = {(x„, x„+1): £ = (*<) £ 21, 4>„_i(£) = P}.

5. The sets P„. Next, we define

^n= W.r =(/,)£ J} (« = 0, 1, ■ •■),

r-i-{0}.
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(Note that r0= {0}.) Most of the rest of the paper is concerned with

the proof of the following

Lemma. | 7\-| <cfor all i.

The proof is by induction. Trivially, | 7"_i| = | T0\ <c. Fix w^O,

and suppose that | 7\-| <c for all i^n. Then

(5.2) | T»|   < c;

also, referring to (4.6), we see that

(5.3) |SR-_i|   g  | T-t\ -| To|.| TV, |   < c.

Now fix p£9tK_i, and consider the set Xn.? (4.7). For each (w, v)

££n,P, choose one element t(w, v) = (<,•)£X such that

(5.4) <£„_X(t(m, !>))  = p, t„ = m, /B+1 = D,

and denote the set of these elements t(m, a) by X':

(5.5) £'= {t(«, v):(u,v)eX».,}.

Obviously,

(5.6) X'CX,       X'^Xn.P

(with the lexicographic order on the pairs («, z>) ££„,„).

Now define

(5.7) «'= E«r.

Then S'Cf (4.3).
Next, we decompose Xn.P into the complementary subsets

93= {(«,»)££».,: *SF„+1,M},

9B = {(«, v) eXny.veFn+i.u}

(in case Fn+i,u does not exist, then SB is empty), which we proceed to

investigate separately.

6. Proof that | 931 <c. Consider any (m, v/)£93. If o- = (s») is any

element of 21 such that <pn-ii<r)=p, sn = u, and sn+i = v, then, since

^£F„+i,u (5.8), we have from (2.3) that Si = 0 for all i>n-\-\. Hence

t(u, v) is the only such element o-£2I (5.4). It follows that if («, v) is

a left-hand limit element of Xn.P in the set 2In,P (4.8), then t(u, v) is

a left-hand limit element of X' (5.5)-hence of $' (5.7)—in 21. But

then the set 8T(u.») (5.7) cannot exist.

Therefore (w, v) is not a left-hand limit element of Xn,p in 2I„,P.

There accordingly exists an interval
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3(u, v)  =  ](«, v), (u', v')[

of 2l„,p that is free of elements of Xn,P. Now either u<u', or u = u'

and v<v'. Since uETn (5.1), and | Tn\ <c (5.2), there are less than

c intervals 3(w> v) with u<u'. On the other hand, if u = u', then

3(w, v) is similar to the interval ]v, v'[ of L; so for each uETn, there

are (at most) denumerably many intervals $(u, v) with u=u'. Con-

sequently, there are less than c intervals 3(w, z/) altogether. It follows

that |S$| <c.

7. Proof that |SB| <c. Since ̂ EXn,„ (5.8), £»,,~2:' (5.6), X'EX
(5.6), and j£~!T (4.4), we see that P contains a subset that is similar

to SB. Define

Z7 = { m £ T^: ^ere exwfo v such that (u, v) £ 28},

Fu'= {v E Fn+1,u: (u, v) E %$} (uEU).

Then P/ CP.+i.« (uEU). Referring to (5.8), we see that

(7.2) SB~PT,    where    W = £ F„'.

Thus, P has a subset that is similar to TF.

Now, according to the indexing of the family SF, the sets P/ (w£ C/)

are mutually disjoint. Likewise, the sets Fm+1:S (sES) that appear in

the definition of T (4.2, 4.1) are mutually disjoint, and each is dis-

joint from S. Furthermore, if n<m — 1, or n>m, then every FJ is

disjoint from S and from every Pm+i,„. Also, every P„' is disjoint from

every Fm+iiS in case n=m — 1, and from 5 in case n = m.

Suppose that n = m — 1, and that there is a uEU such that Fn+itU

meets 5. Now 5C^»,b.., (4.1); hence P„+i,« meets Fm$m_v Consider

any »£P/. Then for (ti)=r(u, v), we have tn = u, and /re+i=z>^0.

Since bm>am, we have bm?±0. It follows from Lemma 2 that(/>re(r(M, a))

= <p„(i3). Now |8<t(w, d) (4.5). Therefore we must have oB+i^'n+i, i.e.,

bmSv. Since z> was an arbitrary element of P/, we conclude that

Fu E[bm, l]. But 5C]om, bm[ (4.1). Consequently, P„' does not

meet 5. It follows that for every uEU, P/ is disjoint from S.

Next, suppose that n = m, and that there exist uEU and sES

such that P„+i,u meets Pm+i,,. Consider any z/£p/. Then for (tt)

= t(u, v), we have tn = u, and tn+i = V9^0. Since sEFmihm_v there is a

o = (si)£2l such that <pm(ff) = (bi, ■ ■ • , 6m_i, s), and sm+1?±0 (2.1a).

By Lemma 2, we have qyn(r(u, v))=cpm(a). But then, since 0m(/3)

= (6i, • • • , 0m-i, 6m), and s<6„ (4.1), we find that t(u, v) <p\ con-

tradicting (4.5). It follows that every p/ must be disjoint from every

Pro+1,«-
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Thus, in all cases, the sets S, Fm+i,s (s£5), and F,[ (m£C/) are

mutually disjoint. Finally, we have | U\ <c, since U<ZTn (7.1) and

| Tn\ <c (5.2). Since T (4.2) has a subset that is similar to W (7.2 ff.),

we conclude from Lemma 1 (assuming that c is regular) that | W\

must be less than c. Therefore | SB| <c (7.2).

8. Conclusion. Thus, | 93| <c and |2B| <c. Hence |£„,p| <c (5.8).

Define

(8.1) X„= {(tn,tn+i):r = (ti)eX}.

Then J,1 = UpGsr„_1 Xn.P (4.7). Now | Xn.P\ <c for each p£3t„_i, as has

just been shown, and [ 9t„-i| <c, by (5.3). It follows (since c is regular)

that I Xn\ <c. Now from (5.1) and (8.1), it is clear that | Tn+i\ g | Xn\ ■

Hence | Tn+i\ <c. This is our induction step, and the proof of the

lemma is now complete.

Finally, define M = Uo<n<> T„. Then4 \ M\ <c. We may as well sup-

pose that M contains all the rational numbers in L. Let 9JJ denote

the set of all ^ = (xl)£2l for which every x,£Af. Obviously, XCZTl

(5.1). Now 3)J has a dense subset of power | M\ <c, namely, the set

of all ££9Dc for which only finitely many x^O. On the other hand,

X—T (4.4), whence X has c mutually disjoint intervals (4.2 ff.). This

contradiction completes the proof that 21 is an exact set.
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